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NORDIC COMBINERS AIM AT VAL DI FIEMME 
FIS NC WORLD CUP IN A FEW DAYS 

Three World Cup events from Friday to Sunday
Two Gundersen Individual plus a Team Sprint: Val di Fiemme can’t wait!
Eric Frenzel leads the provisional Overall standings 
‘Great snow conditions in Val di Fiemme’, states FIS


The 2014/2015 Nordic Combined World Cup moves to Val di Fiemme (Italy) and both the Ski Jumping and the Cross Country stadiums are about to host three days of races and fun together with world’s best athletes.
Two Individual competitions on Friday and Sunday plus a Team Sprint event on Saturday, this is what the official schedule reads after FIS confirmation of the third event added a couple of weeks ago when Liberec cancelled its races due in February.
The Nordic Combined long weekend will open up at the HS 134 hill with the Provisional Competiton Round scheduled at 9.30am on Friday. The official Jump will be at 11am followed at 1.15 by the cross country part at the XC Stadium in Lago di Tesero, the same that hosted the Tour de Ski eventual races last 10 and 11 January. The XC part will run for 10 km as a whole, namely 4 laps of 2.5k each.
The Team Sprint event on Saturday will kick off, better yet…jump off, at 10am (Trial Jump at 9am) and the Relay part (2x7.5k) will start at 1pm. The Sunday Individual Gundersen race will begin at 10am (Jumping session plus the Trial one hour earlier) and continue at 2pm with the XC skiing part.
Last time Val di Fiemme housed the NC World Cup was in 2012, French Lamy-Chappuis, Norway’s Kokslien and Moan and Japanese Watabe seized the gold medals and in a few days they will all surely attempt to do the same, although 2014 World Cup winner Eric Frenzel of Germany will be the super-favourite this time. After the last two wins in Sapporo last weekend, ‘Phänomenaler Eric Frenzel’ now rules the provisional WC standings, he won the last five races in a row, seven in this season, and in so doing the talented German skier totalled 23 World Cup victories in career. In Val di Fiemme he could reach Jason Lamy-Chappuis, the most successful active athlete with 26 WC wins in career. Plus, Frenzel could also draw even the world record of seven victories in a row set by Finn Hannu Manninen in 2005/2006 season.
After beautiful Tour de Ski events, the Nordic Ski Fiemme OC gets back on track with three races in three days and FIS gave the green light to the Italian valley amongst the Dolomites. The snow control held in the past days was positive, controller Sandro Pertile and Sports Director Cristina Bellante confirmed that both stadiums will be ready on time. And Val di Fiemme will warmly welcome all its guests as tradition goes.
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com



